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* ***** *
PART-1

1.0. The Tripartite Working Group for Building and

Construction Industry was constituted by the Govt.

. of India -vide Ministry of Labour's Resolution 

No. RA3OH/2/82-LW, dated February 7,1935* The 

terras of Reference of the Tripartite Working 

Group are as under:-

(a)to identify the specific difficulties being faced 

by the Building and Construction Industry in

complying*^th the Social Security Legist rtion Viz. 

Employees’ Provident Fund and Misc. Provisions 

Act and the Scheme framed thereunder, the 

Employees' State Insurance Act, the Payment of 

Gratuity Act, and

(b;lb work out what type of Social Security

measures should be formulated for the workers in 

the industry, keeping in view the difficulties 

under (A) above,

1.1 A copy of the Government Resolution is given at 

Appendix. I,

1.2 The VJ&rking*Group had e number of Meetings and has 

taken into consideration the various Memoranda 

submitted by uhe various Employers’, Trade Unions, 

Govt. Authorities and Social Action Groups.

1.2.1 On going through the documents and submissions,

the Wbrking Group decided to establish 3(three)

sub-groups for indepti tudy of the issued involved 
_ which are 

/ as under:-
.../-
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Sub-Group.I : What is the alternative to existing

Social Security Laws and what should he 

the form of the ' alternative Social 

Security Schemes? The Group may .also 

consider the establishment of a Welfare 

Fund for Building and Construction 

Wbrkers*

Sub-Group II :How the existing Social Security Laxzs

cfen be improved upon for higher effecti

veness?

Sub-GrouplII: Boards for Building & Construction

Wbrkers. What are the strong yoints and 

the weak points, why the Mathadi Labour 

.Act was not extended to Building and 

Construction Industry in Maharashtra, 

an d what are the reasons for the failure 

of the similar .Act in Gujarat?

1.3 Fach Sub-Group has deliberated upon the subjects 

given to them and they have since submitted their 

Reports identifying the peculiar nature of the industry. 

Zll the Report of the Sub-Groups are attached as 

Jippendix-II( A), (B) and (C).

1A On going through the above Reports, the Wsr^ing

Group has unanimously felt that there is case to have - >
a comprehensive legislation for the implementation of 

the various Social Security Schemes, as laid down 

at 1.0(a) and (b) above. (

1A. 1 In order to administer the pre nt Social Security 

Schemes satisfactorily, it is r ess ary that the i
• ♦ •
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comprehensive Legislation provide for the establishment 

of Tripartite/Bj.partite Construction Labour Boards, at 

the following levels

(a) National Level 

State n

dty/Kstt. ”

*Annexure

(h)

(c)

(d) Pro je ct/Sites 
level.

1.5 This unanimous recommendation is made by the Tripar

tite lurking Group, after taking into consideration 

the peculiar nature and problems of the industry (A

note of the peculiar nature and problems of the
*

industry is at Appendix-Ill), which is causing hinder- 

arces in making the present Social. Security Laws work

able in the industry and their implementation difficult. 

The tripartite Wbrking Gr^up has taken into consider

ation all the difficulties being experienced by the 

Employers and the implementation Machinery. The 

Group is satisfied to note that the employers are 

willing to give the benefits as stipulated under the 

present Social Security Laws to the workers. It is 

further recorded that inspite of the keen desire of 

the employers and the Govt, to implement the existing 

Social Security Laws, the workers are still not able 

to receive the benefits in the manner conceived in the 

present laws.

1.5*1 In view of the above, the Tripartite V.brking Group

further unanimously resolves and recommends that the 

following remedial m& jres should be tekon immedia

tely to make the pres<

effective by pre vidin 
Security and welfare

; Social Security Schemes
legislation

r a corprehonsiya^Tor Social
. q wo r ke r s „ c
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1.5.2 The Group has noted that the position of employment 

of labour in the industry is such that it does not

y conceive of continued employer-employee relationship, 

I f^is, therefore, considered essential that the rela

tionship is brought about by registering the employers 

and the no..-permanent workers in the industry. It is 

also for this purpose that the Group recommends that 

the construction labour boards should be established, 

where it will be ensured that the employers shall pay 

the dues and the employees shall receive the same 

through new comprehensive lax/.

1.5.3 The working group also unanimously recommends the 

constitution of the Construction Labour Boards, as

v envisaged above, in the following operational areas, 

in order to implement tfoe Social Security Schemes:- 

(i) Under the present Social Security Schemes appli

cable to the industries, the workers entitled 

to the P.F.benefit in the range of 6.25# to 10^ 

(Statutory minimum in the construction industry 

is 6.25%).

(ii) 4s regards the E. S.I. C. Scheme, about which a

reference has been made to the working group, it 

is placed on record that this piece of legis

lation has not been extended to the Construction 

Industry as yet, and as such tne workers are 

not entitled for any benefit thereunder, which 

gives coverage to various benefits to the workers, 

such as Maternity, Sickr *s, Occident e4*^. etc.
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(iil) The Gratuity .Act though applicable to the Cons

truction Industry, Its implementation jn the 

industry is difficult, since most of the workers 

in the industry are unable to fulfil the 

qualifying conditions of eligibility. Hence, the 

situation needs to be remedied.

1.6 In view of the above, the Group has noted that the 

peculiar and special problems of the Building and 

Construction Industry and the Labour employed therein,

it is possible to apply and administer the present 

Social Security Schemes, as applicable to most of the 

other industries at par in this Industry. However, to 

start with the minimum benefits under the So^ al 

Security Schemes should be ensured to the workers, at 

the earliest.

1.6.1 In order to achieve the above objective, the Working 

Group strongly recommends setting up Construction 

Labour Boards to administer the various provisions of 

the Social Security'Schemes and such other beneficial 

measures for the workers of the industry.

Sd/*
(R, M. Greks hi) 

£J/-
(R.G. Gandhi) 

SdZ-

(Narendra Patel)

Sd/- (Draft.)
(S.L. Sharma)

Sd/~
(K./«. Kijan)
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